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Abstract

Creating sessions of related papers for a large conference is a complex and time-consuming task. Traditionally, a few conference organizers group papers into sessions manually. Organizers often fail to capture the affinities between papers and create sessions, making incoherent sessions difficult to fix and alternative groupings hard to discover. This paper proposes committee-sourcing and author-sourcing approaches to session creation (a specific instance of clustering and constraint satisfaction) that tap into the expertise and interest of committee members and authors for identifying paper affinities. During the planning of ACM CHI ’13, a large conference on human-computer interaction, we recruited committee members to group papers using two online distributed clustering methods. To refine these paper affinities—and to evaluate the committee-sourcing methods against existing manual and automated approaches—we recruited authors to identify papers that fit well in a session with their own. Results show that authors found papers grouped by the distributed clustering methods to be more relevant than, or more relevant than, papers suggested through the existing in-person meeting. Results also demonstrate that community-sourced results capture affinities beyond sessions and provide flexibility during scheduling.

A core part of conference scheduling is creating sessions of related papers. For large conferences with hundreds of papers, this is a complex and time-consuming task. We observed the session creation process for ACM CHI, the largest conference on human-computer interaction. CHI 2013 received nearly 2000 paper submissions and accepted almost 400. The conference organizers formed 80-minute sessions with 4–5 papers each, with 16 parallel sessions spanning four days. As a typical current practice, a handful of organizers used paper printouts to generate initial sessions at a committee meeting. In interviews, organizers noted that “papers fit into sessions in complex ways” and that “getting a session together that makes sense is hard.” Organizers at the committee meeting focus on creating good sessions quickly, and do not capture paper affinities beyond the single session in which they are grouped. Since time is limited and available organizers’ expertise may be incomplete, this process can lead to sessions with incoherent themes and stray papers forced into existing sessions. Since paper affinities beyond created sessions are not captured, incoherent sessions are hard to fix and alternative groupings hard to discover. Methods based on linguistic or statistical techniques offer automated groupings of related papers. For example, affinity-based methods such as TF-IDF can be used to identify similar papers (Salton and McGill 1983) and topic-modeling methods such as LDA can be used to discover topic-based groupings (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003). However, a general lack of human cognition, domain expertise, and natural language ability can lead automated methods to produce poor results that fail to capture fine-grained distinctions among papers.

The session creation problem can be generalized as taking as input a set of items, and clustering based on affinity as well as satisfying certain constraints, e.g., a clustering should be 4–5 papers. In contrast to the existing session creation process, we consider a community-supported process in which: 1) program committee members create preliminary affinity scores between papers, 2) authors refine paper affinities, and 3) conference organizers fix incoherent sessions (Figure 1). By reaching out to the broader conference community, we leverage the interest and efforts of people with expertise, reduce the burden on organizers, and make more coherent sessions.

In Stage 1, we recruit committee members to group papers in their specific area of expertise over the Internet. We study two community clustering methods—Cascade (Chilton et al. 2013) and partial clustering (Gomes et al. 2011; Strehl and Ghosh 2003)—that embody different approaches for grouping papers and generating affinity data. These paper affinities can be used to generate a filtered list of potentially related papers for authors to judge in the second stage. The author judgments allow us to compare the two committee-sourcing methods with an existing manual process (physical
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Related Work

Clustering papers into sessions is a core part of the scheduling process. Recent machine learning and crowdsourcing work has considered utilizing human cognition for determining object similarities and for clustering. These approaches use adaptive triadic comparisons (Tamuz et al. 2011), aggregate worker annotations from partial clusters of an entire dataset (Gomes et al. 2011), or extend the latter technique using matrix completion to reduce the needed comparisons for partitioning of the entire dataset (Yi et al. 2012). Each process successfully uncovered meaningful categories within the data, although they were tested on images not text. An exception is work by Chilton et al. (2013) on Cascade, which introduces a crowd workflow for creating taxonomies of text datasets such as Quora questions. André et al. (2014) further consider category creation and clustering, focusing on the impact of re-representation techniques prior to a clustering step. Our project extends these by empirically testing partial clustering and Cascade techniques, on a complex qualitative text dataset requiring domain expertise, in which committee members generate affinities between papers.

The traditional, manual process of sorting papers faces limitations in the availability and range of expertise of committee members. This paper considers how online techniques that distribute micro-tasks to an expert crowd might aid in the scheduling process. Communitiesourcing approaches have been used successfully in physical spaces for problems such as grading papers (Heimerl et al. 2012) or collecting scientific data (Evans et al. 2005), and online for encouraging contributions and incentivizing participation either through extrinsic or intrinsic means (Kraut and Resnick 2011). In contrast to most other attempts at communitiesourcing, we consider a scenario in which community members provide information for solving a specific problem (making conference sessions) whose solution affects themselves and the community at large.

Information retrieval researchers have considered a re-
lated problem of assigning papers to reviewers. Papers are automatically assigned, generally based on paper content and reviewer expertise or interest judgments. For example, Dumais & Nielsen (1992) use latent semantic indexing, Hettich & Pazzani (2006) convert NSF proposals to TF-IDF space, and Karimzadehgan et al. (2008) model reviewers and papers with probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA). These expert finding techniques can help inform the problem of grouping papers. Of particular note, TF-IDF may be used to optimize initial matches (Hettich and Pazzani 2006), PLSA is able to extract multiple aspects of a paper (Karimzadehgan, Zhai, and Belford 2008), and papers may contain multiple domains but be best suited to one or the other (Karimzadehgan, Zhai, and Belford 2008; Mimno and McCallum 2007). However, the goals of these techniques are a little different to those of clustering papers and making sessions, where the affinity of an entire group is important (not just pairwise affinity), and other constraints such as session size exist.

A Community-Clustering Process
In order to create coherent sessions of relevance and interest, we seek to capture the affinities among papers. We empirically compare methods for creating affinities in a two-stage process: (1) creating an initial affinity matrix with the committee; and (2) refining those suggestions with author relevance and interest judgments.

Stage 1: Committeesourcing Initial Affinities
We describe four different affinity creation methods: a manual paper clustering method, an automated approach that leverages TF-IDF, and two distributed human computation approaches. We then discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each method.

a) Manual Paper Sort at Committee Meeting. We report on the specifics of the initial session creation process for CHI although many other large conferences use a similar in-person, manual process. After papers are accepted, a small group of associate chairs help the conference organizers to roughly create categories and suggest sessions. Over two days, the organizers and a few assistants build a rough preliminary schedule. The process is paper-based, collaborative, and time-consuming; its output is highly dependent upon the specific knowledge of the individuals in the room. The CHI committee uses categories or personas to broadly group related papers, this year resulting in 13 personas such as online communities, health, or design. This year, ‘groups’ of approximately 12 candidate papers were created, and in an ad hoc process, ‘sessions’ were then created by grouping four to six papers.

b) Automated Affinity Creation using TF-IDF. Conferences have experimented with automatic techniques for tasks requiring knowledge of similarities between papers. For instance, UIST’12, ‘13, and CHI’13 used TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency, often used as a measure for scoring search result relevance) to suggest papers for reviewers and to assign people to chair sessions. TF-IDF compares the relative frequency of words in a specific document to the inverse proportion of that word over the entire document corpus. This provides a sense of how relevant the word is in a given document: a term \( t \) in document \( d \) is given a high weight when the term appears many times in a small number of documents, or a low weight when the term occurs fewer times in a document, or occurs in many documents. Alternative statistical techniques such as topic modeling may be useful, but others have noted that such methods can require significant user input and parameter tweaking (Chuang et al. 2012). For the paper suggestions in this experiment, we computed TF-IDF scores using paper titles, abstracts, and keywords.

c) Committeesourcing with Cascade. Cascade is a crowd workflow that coordinates human labor with automated techniques to create taxonomies (Chilton et al. 2013). The process consists of two human-based steps: generate and categorize. In the generate step, we show contributors a paper title and abstract and ask them to come up with a label (Figure 2). This identifies a set of general and specific concepts that papers can then be grouped into.

In the second step, contributors categorize papers based on the labels from the first step (Figure 2). For example, if the first step produced a label such as “human computation,” all papers that concern human computation will likely get placed in that group. Cascade solves the problem of redundant labels by consolidating any two labels with high overlap in the papers categorized into them. We then eliminate labels that have fewer than three papers. The result is a list of labeled categories with papers where every category is meaningful, sufficiently large, and not redundant with any other category.

d) Committeesourcing with Partial Clustering. Partial clustering is a method of grouping subsets of the entire dataset, with some overlap between subsets in order to infer clustering over the entire dataset. We adapt the method used by Gomes et al. (2011) on images to the CHI text dataset. We use the object distribution algorithm from Strehl and Ghosh (2003) to cluster \( N \) items into groups of \( M \), with an overlap of \( V \). Practically, this means items are randomly distributed with some overlap, such that each item appears in \( V \) groups. See Figure 2 for an example: papers are grouped into sets of 15, with each paper appearing in 5 other groups. We ask contributors to read 15 paper titles—with abstracts available on hover—and to drag similar items into groups (see Figure 2 left). We construct a similarity matrix by increasing an affinity score each time contributors put papers together in a group. The resulting global similarity matrix can be clus-
Comparison of Affinity Creation Methods. The manual technical program committee method (hereafter: TP Meeting), partial clustering, and Cascade all use experts, but differ in cognition, computation, and scale. The main limitation of the manual approach is that not all expertise and viewpoints can be represented during the physical meeting. Anecdotally, organizers describe the entire schedule creation process as “painful” and “painstaking,” and conference attendees and paper authors complain of occasional incoherent sessions. Due to the organic nature of how organizers make connections between papers, many sessions have odd papers mixed in, and the process does not capture affinities between papers in different sessions.

TF-IDF is far more scalable than the manual approach and is “free” in terms of time and effort, but lacks human expertise. Since TF-IDF operates on text frequencies, it may need to be augmented with semantic information about papers to produce desirable results. Furthermore, since TF-IDF focuses on pairwise affinities and not on creating sessions, it may be more useful for fixing sessions than used for session making, where the semantic concept behind the grouping may be important.

The committeesourcing approaches seek to leverage the expertise and efforts of community members to scale high-quality affinity creation. Cascade and partial clustering embody different approaches. In Cascade, the generate step is a classification method of category learning, presenting a single item and extracting limited features to predict an individual category label (Medin and Schaffer 1978). This may be particularly effective if experts can draw on their existing mental model and prior knowledge of a paper’s area.

An alternative cognitive approach is to infer a single label for a group of items. The partial clustering technique asks a worker to draw connections between items by creating a single label for a group, thereby explicitly enforcing mapping and comparison, techniques which have been shown to facilitate schema induction (Gick and Holyoak 1983). Additionally, making interproperty relationships more salient may result in more nuanced categories (Lassaline and Murphy 1996). However, partial clustering may miss some groupings if items are rarely or never presented together. And while Cascade can decompose tasks down to a single action at the level of an individual paper, partial clustering depends on presenting multiple papers at once.

We compare these four methods in our deployed study. We hypothesize that committeesourcing approaches will provide affinities as accurate as an in person meeting, but with less effort from each individual.

Stage 2: Author sourcing Refined Paper Relevance

The committeesourcing methods create varying sized groups or lists of potentially related papers. In the author sourcing stage (see Figure 3), we present a list of papers to each paper author and ask two questions: how relevant is each paper (i.e., should it be in the same session as the author’s paper); and is the paper interesting (i.e., would the author like to see this paper’s presentation). The relevance feedback provides fine-grained information about which papers should appear in the same session. By showing papers suggested as relevant by each of the four methods from Stage 1, the judgments can further be used as evaluation of methods for generating initial affinities.
Incentivizing Participation

In order to effectively recruit and engage community members in committeesourcing and authorsourcing tasks, we draw on their particular interests and motivations.

Committeesourcing. A few days after CHI’s physical TP meeting, we asked committee members to help group papers in their area of expertise. We constrained tasks from the two methods to be short (approximately 10 minutes long), with the option to do multiple tasks. To encourage repeated participation, we provided extrinsic incentives in the form of global and per persona leaderboards.

Authorsourcing. We hypothesize that authors are motivated to participate so that their paper may end up in a session with relevant papers. The task also provides them with an advance preview of the accepted papers before the program is announced. Additionally, asking authors for their feedback may provide them with a sense of ownership or involvement in the process.

Method

Our study evaluates four methods for creating preliminary affinity scores between papers: in-person clustering at the TP meeting, an automated TF-IDF method, and two distributed human clustering mechanisms. In addition, we evaluate the value of the communitiesourcing process on planning the conference program.

Study Design

To support committee members in creating affinities, we allow them to select a topic area in their area of expertise so that they are only presented with papers assigned to that persona (e.g., Health, Input/Output, Security & Privacy). This simplifies the task for committee members: instead of working with a set of 450 mostly unrelated papers, they can work within a subset of ∼40 somewhat related papers.

We use as topics the personas generated at the TP meeting. While this helps to reduce the search space and allows participants to perform a task suited to their expertise, one drawback to this approach is that the communitiesourcing results are dependent on the accuracy of the initial persona groupings. Later we discuss how this process could be further evaluated and improved.

Since we could not predict the level of participation, we chose to focus on seven of the more popular topic areas so as to concentrate effort. Committee members experienced the following workflow: They click on a URL provided in e-mail from conference chairs and see a landing page showing a description of the task, a current leaderboard, and a choice of topic areas. Once they choose a topic area, they were randomly assigned (and balanced to maintain equal participation) to one of two conditions: partial clustering or Cascade. Once they finish the designated tasks, they see a thank you page, again with a leaderboard and an option to do more tasks. Each task required around 10 minutes of work.

Measures: Evaluation via Authorsourcing

Each of the four techniques for affinity creation provides a list of the most relevant papers for a given seed paper. For each accepted paper, we generated a list of suggested papers and asked authors to indicate how well their paper fits in a session with each of the suggested papers (the options are great, ok, not sure, and not ok). Authors were provided an initial list of ten papers, with an option to view ten more. We balanced the list to include papers suggested by all four methods of clustering. We construct the list of ten papers as follows: 3–5 papers in the set as generated manually in the committee meeting, 3–4 papers from either the partial clustering or Cascade techniques (when data is available), and 2–3 papers suggested by TF-IDF (weighted towards highest ranking).

Results

We first present participation statistics for each stage of the communitiesourcing process and then examine the relative differences between the different affinity creation methods.

Participation

From January 6 to 18, 2013, associate chairs performed committeesourcing tasks. Sixty-four of 211 associate chairs participated. Their work created affinities for 1722 pairs of related papers; a breakdown of participation by technique is in Table 1. Since affinities were not captured completely for most topics, we were only able to compute suggestions for certain papers and personas for use in authorsourcing. We revisit this limitation later in the paper.

From January 29 to February 12, 2013, authors participated in refining the affinity data; 654 authors provided 7095 judgments of how well papers fit in a session with theirs. Despite the recruitment email being sent to only contact authors, authors of 87% of the accepted papers contributed data, with an average of 1.3 authors participating per paper.

Relevance of Suggestions

We map the authors’ judgments from “not okay in same session” to “great in same session” onto a 1 to 4 scale. We consider the average relevance of the top 10 suggestions from each method (see Table 2 for full details). First, we restrict
Table 2: Relevance of papers suggested by the different affinity creation methods (rated from 1 to 4, higher is more relevant). We present results for the seven personas included in the committeesourcing experiment and across all personas. TF-IDF constrained to within a persona and partial clustering outperform all other methods (posthoc results in text). We calculate Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) to give a sense for graded relevance performance, and show the average relevance scores for the two specific personas in which the distributed methods had more complete data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Rel. (7 personas)</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Avg. Rel. (all personas)</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>DCG (7 personas)</th>
<th>Visualization persona (SE)</th>
<th>Health persona (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF-Persona</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>12.88</td>
<td>2.91 (0.12)</td>
<td>3.10 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Cluster</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>2.82 (0.12)</td>
<td>2.97 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP Meeting</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>2.77 (0.11)</td>
<td>2.62 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>2.63 (0.09)</td>
<td>2.62 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>2.68 (0.16)</td>
<td>2.49 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Relevance of papers suggested by the different affinity creation methods (rated from 1 to 4, higher is more relevant). We present results for the seven personas included in the committeesourcing experiment and across all personas. TF-IDF constrained to within a persona and partial clustering outperform all other methods (posthoc results in text). We calculate Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) to give a sense for graded relevance performance, and show the average relevance scores for the two specific personas in which the distributed methods had more complete data.

to the 7 personas for which we experimentally tested the distributed clustering methods (since not limiting to those 7 may unfairly penalize TF-IDF if the excluded personas had uncharacteristically irrelevant papers). Since the human clustering methods were limited to suggesting papers within a specific persona, we also calculated a TF-IDF score that restricted to only papers within a persona rather than looking globally, we name this TF-IDF-Persona.

A one-way between-subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of affinity method on relevance of suggested papers. Relevance differed significantly across conditions, $F(4,5508)=30.42, p<.001$. Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons indicate that partial clustering and TF-IDF-Persona were borderline similar ($p=.05$), and that both methods differed significantly from TP Meeting, Cascade, and TF-IDF, which were all comparable to each other. This demonstrates that one of the distributed techniques was able to outperform the existing meeting, and limiting TF-IDF to within persona was similarly successful.

We also consider the top 10 suggestions averaged across all tracks. We see similar results, but with a more dramatic reduction in TF-IDF-Persona, indicating that one of the tracks was likely particularly hard to suggest relevant papers for (upon investigation this was the ‘Miscellaneous’ track).

The prior analyses do not account for the specific rank at which a paper is suggested. It may be informative to penalize a method if a highly relevant paper appears at the bottom of a list of suggestions. Similar to traditional information retrieval evaluation metrics, we use discounted cumulative gain (DCG) to treat each author’s paper as if it were a query into the set of all other papers. Results show that when taking order into account, results from TF-IDF-Persona and partial clustering again outperform other methods, and TF-IDF and Cascade are considered to be slightly better than results from the TP-meeting.

It is possible that the two distributed clustering methods suffer when averaging across personas due to incomplete data. To investigate this issue, we look to two personas that had almost full completion: Visualization for Cascade, and Health for partial clustering (see Table 2). We do see an increase in scores for the distributed methods (particularly noticeable for Cascade in Visualization). However, other methods also improve, suggesting that these tracks may have had inherently more relevant candidate papers.

**Quantity and Use of Affinities Discovered**

An advantage of communitiesourcing approaches is in discovering affinities among papers that are missed at the in-person meeting. We found that out of 226 suggestions made by partial clustering that were not present in data from the in-person meeting, 43 papers were judged by authors as great in a session with their paper (and 44 ok fits). Cascade contributed 69 additional great fits (and 113 ok fits), and TF-IDF another 344 great fits (and 420 ok fits). These identified relevant papers provide flexibility during scheduling for resolving conflicts that would otherwise have been difficult using only information from the in-person meeting.

Note that the numbers above are not directly comparable due to different participation levels, and TF-IDF is not limited by participation. The in-person meeting did identify larger groups than just the final 4–5 papers in a session (groups of approximately 12 candidate papers), and while it did also generate other relationships that were not captured, these were generally discarded negative possibilities, i.e., papers that did not fit together and were moved.

Papers judged by authors to be poor fits in a session suggest problems in the initial schedule that require the organizers’ attention. We found that 129 pairs of papers within manually created sessions at the in-person meeting were judged by two or more authors as poor fits in the same session (out of a possible 688 pairs, or 19%). While refining the schedule in Stage 3, the organizers used the author-sourcing data to visualize and fix conflicts, resolving 87 of the 129 poor-fit conflicts (Kim et al. 2013).
Discussion

To better understand the performance of each method and the perceptions of relevance provided by an author, we first compare methods aimed at creating clusters of papers and then discuss the performance of TF-IDF, which focused more on pairwise affinity creation than session-creation.

Comparing Clustering Methods

The TP meeting, partial clustering, and Cascade all focus on creating groups of related papers and capturing affinities among papers as a side effect of clustering. As we had hypothesized, we found that reaching out to a broader set of committee members beyond organizers, and providing the ability to place papers in multiple groups during committeesourced clustering, produced relevant groupings not previously discovered. Both distributed methods at least matched the relevance of results from the in-person meeting, while partial clustering outperformed it. We hypothesize that seeing a set of papers in partial clustering may have assisted committee members in producing better clusters, but more experimentation and data is required to understand contributing factors.

Our results suggest that unlike current practice, a distributed approach can both save time and effort and provide high quality data that contains affinities beyond sessions. With even more contributions from the community, the distributed methods have the potential to provide more suggestions of higher quality by using more complete data to infer affinities.

Examples of Relevant and Irrelevant Suggestions

Committeesourcing methods were able to discover matches judged to be highly relevant by authors that were not grouped together in the in-person meeting. For example, partial clustering grouped “Warping Time for More Effective Real-Time Crowdsourcing” with “A Pilot Study of Using Crowds in the Classroom,” and Cascade grouped “Patina: Dynamic Heatmaps for Visualizing Application Usage” with “Quantity Estimation in Visualizations of Tagged Text.”

Conditioned on a suggestion being considered relevant by an author, it is hard to distinguish qualitative differences among the methods. The suggested paper tends to fit in terms of domain or methodology with the source paper. When a suggestion was considered not at all relevant, it was generally because of a potential but spurious connection, e.g., social in “Revisiting Social Practices Surrounding Music” & “Write Here, Write Now!: An Experimental Study of Group Maintenance in Collaborative Writing”; or a lack of any connection, e.g., “Shifting Dynamics or Breaking Sacred Traditions? The Role of Technology in Twelve-Step Fellowships” & “Understanding the Privacy-Personalization Dilemma for Web Search: A User Perspective.”

Comments from authors reveal some of the more nuanced reasons for disagreeing with suggested papers. Some authors considered their work at the intersection of two topics, but only saw suggestions for one of those two. One author wrote that their “paper is about the intersection of touch and visual analytics. All the papers listed above were about touch interaction, but none were about visual analytics which might also be a good fit.” Others considered the difference between domain and methodology. “While our paper does take [domain] as a case study, our central argument is not specific to this context. ...Our talk would be better suited to a session taking a critical or feminist perspective on research and design.” Others seemed to be about the misinterpretation of the focus of a paper, e.g., “I think our paper would better fit in a session about online security than search.” We found that these issues were present regardless of the method that provided suggestions.

Role and Performance of TF-IDF

Given that TF-IDF lacks any semantics, it was at first surprising to see that relevance scores for TF-IDF were as high as for the current manual method and furthermore, when limited to suggestions with a manually created persona, TF-IDF outperformed existing methods and is on a par with partial clustering. But since TF-IDF focuses only on affinities, it is not limited from a pairwise affinities perspective as TP meeting, partial clustering, and Cascade are. The latter clustering methods seek to create semantically relevant groups of mutually relevant papers, which is needed for session-making and not provided by TF-IDF.

The CHI conference may also be a special case in that it has a wide variety of content for which the personas almost create sub-conferences within the wider conference. Since TF-IDF recommended papers within a persona performed significantly better than TF-IDF computed over the entire corpus, this suggests that a human step to attach semantic information is still necessary. But since TF-IDF does not require human effort and can generate affinity data over the entire set of papers, it can suggest potential matches beyond the persona and present suggestions to authors and organizers even when other methods lack data.

Finally, unlike committee members who may have theoretical or political lenses or biases, TF-IDF is atheoretical. It works directly on the words that authors used, and so may be closer aligned to an authors’ mental model. Committee members may also be conceptually reframing a paper, even despite specific language used, or using a more global or nuanced view to attempt to create a particular thematic session while an author may think their paper aligns with a different theme. Neither is incorrect, and it may require organizers to resolve differences in making final decisions on sessions.
Limitations

Our distributed clustering techniques were deployed on personas developed at the committee meeting. While helping to focus committee members’ efforts, limiting to a persona grouping may have also removed papers that an “ideal” process would have otherwise suggested. Other methods of coarse grouping or more computationally efficient implementations of community-clustering methods than can consider the entire corpus may potentially provide better results.

Our deployment of distributed techniques came at a time that the committee would traditionally have been done with their conference duties. As mentioned, we did not receive enough participation to complete our clustering and recommendations were based on incomplete data.

Our community clustering process is part of a larger process of session making and scheduling. Our analysis does not consider high-level goals of organizers beyond affinity that may influence or suggest tweaks in how we collect affinity data from the community.

Implications & Future Work

Based on our findings, we make a couple of suggestions for how conference organizers can draw on the community for making coherent sessions:

Engage All Committee Members in Clustering

We have demonstrated that a distributed approach such as partial clustering can outperform manual clustering, reduce time needed to create those clusters, and provide affinities beyond sessions. Even with the relatively low participation of committee members—30% of ACs—our results show value in the techniques and committee participation, though further data would provide more alternatives in scheduling. The participation level suggests that, in order to generate richer affinity data, organizers may wish to integrate some form of distributed clustering during the existing committee meeting, say for an hour at the end of the day.

Authorsourcing Provides Valuable Data

Authorsourcing provides fine-grained affinity data on how papers can be grouped into coherent sessions. The authorsourcing stage saw significant participation, with authors of 87% of all papers represented. Authors are interested in seeing their papers in a session of related papers. Many authors thanked us for the opportunity to engage and take ownership in the process. Some even wished for more control, such as suggesting other potential categories or seeing more papers in their area of interest.

Our findings also point to areas for future work in community-supported processes for session-creation and scheduling:

Authorsourcing and TF-IDF

We have shown that by restricting to a broad group of human-clustered papers, TF-IDF can suggest highly relevant papers. It is possible that combining TF-IDF with authorsourcing may provide a rich enough affinity matrix that can be used for clustering papers into sessions. However, committeesourcing methods capture semantic information that TF-IDF does not, and may serve as an alternative for session-creation while TF-IDF cannot. Testing more sophisticated techniques such as Explicit Semantic Analysis which may better deal with semantic limitations can help to uncover papers that are similar but do not share terms. We are interested in seeing how automated methods may be combined with authorsourcing to produce richer affinity data with less human effort.

Session Creation and Workflow

While we found value in the distributed clustering techniques, future work may also prioritize satisfying constraints such as creating sessions of appropriate size in addition to uncovering relevant papers. The current workflow has the committee and organizers perform the session and schedule creation tasks. Alternative workflows may capitalize on the interest (and potentially greater participation) of the authors to provide as much information as possible prior to a final organizer approval; though authors can most likely only be involved once final accept/reject decisions have been made. We have also considered extending the tools (in Stage 3) to enable community-wide session making and conflict resolution within an entire schedule.

Aligning Community Incentives

Involving community members in planning a conference requires aligning their incentives with methods that elicit useful data. In addition to committee members and authors, we have also experimented with means of collecting data from all attendees. With a web application, users can bookmark papers and receive social recommendations on other papers they may be interested in that they can then add to their personal schedule. By helping attendees decide on where to spend their time during a conference, we are also collecting data about users’ interests that can be used to group papers of mutual interest, place related sessions in different time slots, and schedule popular talks in larger rooms.
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